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RE-ARRANGING THE DUST

Project aims:
300 word statement
Material discarded in the production, documentation, transportation and storage of earlier temporary, site-specific artworks provided
raw material to develop new forms of support, auxiliary support and ground as departure points for new drawings, assemblages and
collaborative works.
The project navigates distinct, interconnected aspects of drawing and assemblage practices:
•
•
•

Can repurposing redundant studio residue provide distinctive approaches when developing drawings and assemblages?
Can transformation of discarded remnants of artistic production provide new approaches to the material form and role of
supports, auxiliary supports and grounds?
Can applying traditional gesso techniques assist the transformation of extraneous studio residue into small-scale objects of
presence?

The objective is to establish an original practice-focused discourse bridging debates on contemporary drawing and assemblage
practices, materiality and the creative process. Further, it places traditional gesso techniques, dating from the Middle Ages, into a
contemporary context of making increasingly informed by issues of sustainability.
It progresses Jones’ interest in assemblage methodology (Trace-Retrace, 2007), the hand-sized and understated (The Hour & the Age,
2011) and questions his relationship to site-specificity (Unmonumental, 2013). It contributes new forms to the re-emergent field of
assemblage and found material practice (Tuttle, Black, De la Cruz) and material legacy (Landy’s Break Down & Art Bin). It speaks to the
legacy of cubist/dada assemblage, Arte Provera, Mono-Ha everyday materiality, and painting that explores surface and support
(Ryman).
Selected works have been presented publicly in: ‘Foreign Encounter’, FOE, Munich, 2015; ‘paper, table wall and after’, Gallery North,
Newcastle/National Taiwan University of Arts, Taipei, 2014/5; ‘Beyond Words’, Long Gallery, Newcastle, 2018 (Curated by Jones with
publication, ISBN 978-1-5272-2087, co-authored with Hansen (Newcastle)); ‘Folding Islands, Drawing Boundaries’, Arts University
Bournemouth at British Pavilion, Venice Architecture Biennale, 2018. Works shortlisted and exhibited at Wells Art Contemporary
Awards 2018 and Trinity Buoy Wharf Drawing Prizes 2018 and 2020.
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Portfolio of works:
DRAWINGS
Rearranging the Dust resulted in a series of 20 drawings.
The research developed a distinctive approach to the production of
supports, auxiliary supports and grounds* capable of determining key
characteristics of small-scale drawings and assemblages.
In the series of drawings material transformation of studio residue by
traditional gesso techniques specified the sculptural form of each work , as
well as the plane and its surface that carried the drawn mark.
These methods allowed the exploration of drawings as sculptural forms as
well as inscribed surfaces, gesso being both particularly receptive to the
drawn graphite mark as well as holding the capacity to be sanded back in
order to remove inscription.
* Support: This can be understood as what physically ‘holds’ the paint or
drawn mark: for example, the canvas, board or sheet of paper.
Auxiliary Support: This is a structure or material used to hold or reinforce
the support. Stretcher bars, for example, are the auxiliary support for
canvas which is the support for paint. Sometimes auxiliary supports might
strengthen weak, insubstantial or damaged supports, e.g. a metal plate
that braces a panel.
Ground: A ground is the top-most coating that may be applied to a
support, such as stretched canvas, board or paper to receive paint or
drawn mark.
Julia’s Prompt - Bird of Paradise # 1: Fold
29.5 x 19.5 x 5 cm
Pencil on discarded drawing prepared with gesso
2018
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Julia’s Prompt - Bird of Paradise # 3: Shadow
11.5 dia x 5 cm
Pencil & pastel on discarded material prepared with gesso
2018

Thin Air
8 x 8 x 6 cm
Pencil on discarded etched zinc & honeycombed museum
display board prepared with gesso
2018
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Julia’s Prompt - Bird of Paradise # 2: Hide
16 x 7 x 5 cm
Pencil on discarded packaging prepared with gesso
2018

Julia’s Prompt: Spun
15 x 14 x 4 cm
Pencil on discarded packaging prepared with gesso
2020
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Julia’s Prompt: China Pack
9.5 x 7 x 2 cm
Pencil on tissues & discarded packaging prepared with gesso
2020

Julia’s Prompt: Stilled, Stacked
7 x 9 x 5.5 cm
Pencil on found material, printed paper & zinc offcut
prepared with gesso
2019
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Other Side
20 x 10.5 x 3 cm
Pencil, chalk and ink on discarded paper template &
honeycombed museum display board prepared with gesso
2020

Julia’s Prompt: Sample
6 x 7 x 3 cm
Pencil on honeycombed museum display board prepared with gesso,
with photocopy, cellulose packaging & copper offcut
2020
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For George & Georges
19 x 14 x 3.5 cm
Pencil, ink & pastel on discarded paper templates & found
material prepared with gesso
2020
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Portfolio of works:
ASSEMBLAGES
Rearranging the Dust resulted in a series of 6 assemblages.
Early stages of the research had explored bringing together extraneous
material from the production of earlier artworks with documentation
that referenced that material - establishing a relationship between the
‘real’ and its photographic record.
This relationship was further developed later once methods to
transform studio residue into supports for drawing and assemblage
had been established. In this series of works gessoed supports were
utilised as sculptural components within assemblages and were
brought into a relationship with a set of found material. These
arrangements were photographed and printed at life-size, with the
prints then being introduced into the physical assemblage to complete
the works.
This process was developed in direct response to the literary works of
Japanese author Murakami Haruki, following a conversation with Dr
Gitte Hansen (NU) PI for an AHRC-funded research project on
Murakami and translation (ref slide 44-5).
The magic realism found in Murakami’s literature, and his regular
deployment of dual narratives and realities, found their equivalent in
the echoic characteristic of the assemblages. They provided visual
models too for the process of translation which begins with one form
of information and results in a second equivalent but different form.
Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no.3
16.5 x 28 x 4 cm
Found material, digital print & discarded packaging prepared
with gesso
2018
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Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no.4
14 x 9 x 5 cm
Digital print with discarded carton & honeycombed museum
display board prepared with gesso
2018

Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no.2
19 x 27 x 5 cm
Found object, digital print & found material prepared with gesso
2018
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Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no. 6 ( Great Care)
11 x 7 x 4 cm
Found material, photocopy, pencil, crayon, & gesso
2018

Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no.5
15 x 21 x 12 cm
Found material, found objects, digital print & gesso
2018
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Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no.1
22 x 35 x 9 cm
Found objects, digital print and discarded packaging
prepared with gesso
2018
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Portfolio of works:
CONVERSATIONS IN PRACTICE
Rearranging the Dust resulted in a series collaborative works:

• First, Jones worked with Siân Bowen, Professor of
Drawing at Arts University Bournemouth’s (AUB) on a
group of 6 works for AUB’s Folding Islands, Drawing
Boundaries, AUB’s workshop and intervention event in
the British Pavillion at the 2018 Venice Biennale of
Architecture.
• Second, a group of 8 sculptures resulted from a
collaboration with Prof Daniel Laskarin of University of
Victoria (UVic), Canada initiated during his research
residency at Newcastle University in2019.
• Third, a further group of 8 assemblages was developed
by bringing together studio residue from the studios of
each of Bowen, Jones and Laskarin.
The notion of finding new beginnings from responding to
the material residue of ‘endings’ was central to the
research. The ‘call and response’ nature of this creative
process was extended by using the gessoed supports as
starting points for these ‘conversations in practice’.

Siân Bowen & Christopher Jones
From Scattered
Collection of variously-sized floor-based works
Discarded packaging prepared with gesso, waxed & persimmon-dyed paper remnants
2018
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A group of floor-based works were developed by bringing drawn and
printed fragments, and paper remnants from Bowen’s studio into a
conversation with objects prepared by Jones from discarded
packaging.

Siân Bowen & Christopher Jones
From Scattered
30 x 20 x 14 cm
Discarded packaging prepared with gesso, persimmon-dyed paper remnant, discarded powdered-silver silkscreen.
2018
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Siân Bowen & Christopher Jones
From Scattered
22 x 14 x 5 cm
Carton prepared with gesso, discarded folding architectural paper model
2018
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In Spring 2019, during a research residency in Newcastle, Prof Daniel
Laskarin (UVic, Canada) selected a number of prepared ‘supports’
from Jones’ studio.
In response to the relationship between a support and its auxiliary
support, Laskarin fabricated free-standing sculptural structures to
‘support’ the gessoed objects he had chosen. These sculptures
further developed ideas he had worked with in pieces from 2018:
Platform for an Imaginary Project (below left) and Support for an
Unimagined Future (below right).

On returning to Canada Laskarin took a further group of Jones’
objects with him in order to continue the collaboration.

Conversation Piece 1, 2 & 3
Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Each approx. 10 x 400 x 70 cm
Aluminium, zinc, copper, discarded packaging prepared with gesso
2019
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Untitled
Christopher Jones & Daniel
Laskarin
30 x 100 x 30 cm
Aluminium, acrylic, discarded
packaging prepared with gesso
2019

Propped Wedged Ready
Christopher Jones &
Daniel Laskarin
6 x 130 x 60 cm
Steel bar, plexiglass strip,
discarded packaging prepared
with gesso
2019
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Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Incident - Alignment
40 x 30 x 60 cm
Wood, glass, steel profile, discarded packaging prepared with gesso
2020
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In a third group of 10 collaborative works Laskarin posted a box-full
of discarded material from his studio in Canada, whilst Bowen
provided a number of now-redundant digital files she had used as
part of a laser etching process to create a series of molds for paper
casting.
Fragments of the digital files were laser-etched into a group of
gesso supports and brought together by Jones with Laskarin’s
studio residue Jones matched material from Laskarin that was more
organic in character with the plant imagery of Bowen’s digital files.
The impermanence of the slowly fading etched images referenced a
relationship to the cycles of the natural world whilst reinforcing the
processes of transformation that are critical to Re-Arranging the
Dust.

Siân Bowen, Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Muster # 1
12 x 8 x 2.5 cm
Vinamold cast remnant & laser-etched honeycombed museum display board prepared with gesso
2019
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Siân Bowen, Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Muster # 2
15 x 6.5 x 5 cm
Leaf, discarded plastic extrusion & laser-etched carton prepared with gesso
2019
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Siân Bowen, Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Muster # 3
11 x 10 x 4 cm
Dried & peeled acrylic paint residue & laser-etched cartons
prepared with gesso
2019

Siân Bowen, Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Muster # 4
9 x 7 x 3.5 cm
Found material & laser-etched honeycombed museum
display board prepared with gesso
2019
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Siân Bowen, Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Muster # 5
18 x 24 x 12 cm
Discarded resin form & laser-etched copper prepared with gesso
2019

Siân Bowen, Christopher Jones & Daniel Laskarin
Muster # 8
10.5 x 14.5 x 5.5 cm
Plastic offcuts & laser-etched carton prepared with gesso
2019
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Portfolio of works:
WALL INSTALLATION

Examining the possibilities for the transformation and re-purposing of discarded studio material led to the production of a large number of support-like objects that
provided options for individual, autonomous drawn and assembled works. Connections and differences within this ever-expanding family of objects began to offer
possibilities for a different form of assemblage. A wall-based installation was conceived in which the supports would act as sculptural objects colonising a specific
architectural space. It was developed in the studio in direct response to the dimensions of the gallery of Jilin University of Arts, ChangChun,China, where Jones had
been invited to stage a solo exhibition, planned for 2018. The invitation followed Jones’ visit to Jilin in December 2017 (Slide 51) and honorary appointment as
Visiting Professor. The exhibition was postponed due to the on-going impact and restrictions of the pandemic in both China and the UK.
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WALL INSTALLATION

Re-Arranging the Dust
Wall installation
6 x 2.6 m
132 elements made from discarded & found material prepared with gesso
2018
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Detail: Re-Arranging the Dust
Wall installation
6 x 2.6 m
132 elements made from discarded & found material prepared with gesso
2018
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Details: Six component objects from Re-Arranging the Dust wall installation
Various sizes, maximum approx. 12 x 12 x 9 cm
Discarded carton & honeycombed museum display board prepared with gesso,
found material & discarded painting
2018
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Method & process
1.

Examination of studio residue

The initial prompt for the research was Jones’ consideration
of material stored in his studio from previous, temporary,
site-specific projects from several years previously.
Given their particular reliance on site what had been behind
the urge to bring the material back to the studio? What
might that material offer in the present and in relation to
the attendant geographical dislocation?
This led to a fascination with the various material residue
that is generated in and and around the creation of material
artworks - the extraneous evidence of the creative process
- and how the studio inevitably is a store or repository for
these.
This interest was then extended into consideration of
material associated with the work once made: packaging
associated with transport, conservation and storage;
documentation and its own by-products; and material left
over from an artwork’s display or exhibition.
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Boxes of material that once formed temporary site-specific
installations were unpacked and examined to consider their
latent relation to a past history and location, and possible
repurposing as the first stages of new works.
The boxes themselves, their wrapping and their protective
void fill material became as important as the material that
had formed the artworks.
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A process of unpacking evolved into one of arranging,
juxtaposing and assembling a diversity of material in order
to consider the potential of new conceptual, expressive and
material relationships.
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2.

Provisional & speculative works

As part of the process of exploratory
assemblage other extraneous material
such as ‘failed’ source imagery, print
offcuts, ‘flawed’ documentation and
packaging were introduced.

As the process progressed a series of
speculative, provisional works was
developed.

Packaged 1 & 2
Each 10 x 18 cm
Dye sublimation prints & offcuts, PVC tape, found & discarded material
2014
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As the series of speculative works was developed, fragments of
physical material and its photographic documentation were
juxtaposed, establishing a a conceit between the real and the
photographic, between two forms of ‘reality’.

Re-make: Re-model #1
31 x 22 x 5.5 cm
Digital print, carton, found & discarded material
2015

Re-make: Re-model #4
10 x 22 x 1.5 cm
Digital print & found material on honeycombed resin panel
2015
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Spill
35 x 54 x 9 cm
Digital proof prints on hahnemuehle paper , carton, vinyl tape & tissue-wrapped paintings
2015
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The Palatability of Incompatibility 1, 2, & 3
Each 30 x 42 x 3.5 cm
Folded digital proof prints on hahnemuehle paper, dye sublimation prints, found & discarded material
2015
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3.

Reflection and third phase of project development
The development of a series of speculative works and their ‘testing out’
at exhibition in groups shows in Munich, Newcastle & Taipei, led to key
observations.

The material from which the speculative works were made retained
references to earlier works, and to the conditions, time and location of
their making that were too pronounced. The works remained too
connected to, and limited by, that embedded content.
This led to a change of direction that focused: a) on the physical
materiality of studio residue to provide starting points for new work and
b) how resonances of image, colour and place might be neutralised.
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This led to consideration of the very initial material starting
points of drawings and paintings: the surfaces on which they
are made, and the physical structures that hold those surfaces.
This prompted research into definitions and examples of
supports and grounds and by extension the examples of
secondary ‘auxiliary’ supports that are sometimes used in
conservation to strengthen fragile or weak original supports,
e.g. marouflage techniques. In turn technical exploration led to
adopting traditional techniques of sizing and gesso
preparation.
The disjuncture between the painstaking, time-consuming
hand-craft of traditional gesso preparation, which dates from
the middle ages, and discarded, ‘worthless’ studio residue was
considered conceptually and materially apt in developing
small-scale objects of presence.
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Dissemination
SPECULATIVE WORKS
A number of the speculative works made as part of the initial phase of the project were ‘tested’ in
three group exhibitions curated by academic colleagues at Newcastle University (NU) and University
of Northumbria (UNN):
• A Foreign Encounter, FOE Gallery, Munich 25 Nov – 16 Dec 2015
• Paper, Table Wall & After (first iteration), Gallery North, UNN, Newcastle, 1 Dec 2014 – 23 Jan 2015
• Paper, Table Wall & After (second iteration), NTUA Gallery, Taipei, 30 Nov – 6 Dec 2015

Re-make: Re-model, no.4
Exhibited in A Foreign Encounter
Group exhibition, curated by Prof Wolfgang Weileder
(NU) FOE Gallery, Munich
25 Nov – 16 Dec 2015
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Packaged 1 & 2 (below) were exhibited
in ‘paper, table, wall & after’, group
exhibition curated by Profs Chris
Dorsett & Sian Bowen (UNN) for Gallery
North, Newcastle.
25 Nov – 16 Dec 2015
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The Palatability of Incompatibility 1, 2 & 3
Exhibited in ‘paper, table, wall & after’ (second iteration)
Group exhibition, curated by Profs Chris Dorsett & Sian Bowen (UNN)
International Exhibition Hall of the National Taiwan University of Arts,
Taipei
30 Nov – 6 Dec 2015
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‘paper, table ,wall & after’ exhibition installation
The Palatability of Incompatibility 1, 2 & 3
Gallery of the National Taiwan University of Arts, Taipei
30 Nov – 6 Dec 2015
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Jones curated the exhibition, Beyond Words – Transmediating Murakami Haruki. This formed the art strand
for ‘Eyes on Murakami’: the umbrella title of a programme of cultural events and translation workshops
that accompanied a major international academic conference ‘40 Years with Murakami’, held at Newcastle
University, 6-9 March 2018, led by Dr Gitte Marianne Hansen of the School of Modern Languages.
The exhibition presented assemblages, paintings, prints and video by six artists, including two from Japan,
who made new works in response to Murakami’s literary works. It was staged in Newcastle University’s
Long Gallery & Atrium, 6-10 March 2018
Jones included three works from the series Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel in the exhibition, these
were reproduced in the exhibition publication, designed by Jones and co-authored with Dr Gitte Hansen:
ISBN: 978 1 5272 2087 Publication
‘Eyes on Murakami’ and ‘40 Years with Murakami’ both contribute to the larger AHRC-funded project,
‘Gendering Murakami Haruki: Characters, Transmedial Productions & Contemporary Japan’ led by Hansen.
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Beyond Words hosted a visit from the
conference key-note speakers on 8 March
2018 and Slipping Through the Membrane:
Parallel no.3 provided a point of reference as
the first slide of the translators inconversation event, ‘Counting Moons’ on 7th
March 2018, with distinguished Murakami
translators Jay Rubin (Harvard) and Anna
Zielinska-Elliot (Boston).
Further cross-disciplinary discourse led to the
use of images of Slipping Through the
Membrane: Parallel no.1 being used by Prof.
Giorgio Amitrano (Naples) for his keynote
address to the 3rd East Asian Translation
Studies (EATS) conference, University of
Venice, 29 June 2019.

Slipping Through the
Membrane no.1 (left) will
be used for the cover of
Hansen’s
forthcoming
book on issues of gender
in Murakami’s writing, a
major output of her
AHRC-funded project.
https://research.ncl.ac.uk/murakami/about/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3Qlu1r7x2Y&
feature=youtu.be
https://research.ncl.ac.uk/murakami/events/art/
Video - exhibition documentation at 0:23
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Slipping Through the Membrane: Parallel no.4 was one of 120 works shortlisted from an international
submission of 1400 entries for the Wells Contemporary Awards ( WAC) 2018, selectors including Peter
Randall-Page, Harry Borden and Caroline Walker.
The work was included in the Wells Art Contemporary Awards 2018 exhibition, Bishops Palace, Wells.
6 - 21 October 2018.

https://www.wellsartcontemporary.co.uk/home
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The group of floor-based assemblages developed in
collaboration with Prof Siân Bowen (UAB) were
installed as part of Arts University Bournemouth’s
(AUB) Folding Islands, Drawing Boundaries public
event in the British Pavilion at the 2018 Venice
Biennale of Architecture, 27th October 2018 which
received just over 2000 visitors.
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10 pieces from the Muster series made in collaboration with Profs Siân Bowen (UNN) and Daniel Laskarin
(UVic Canada) were installed in a single gallery of Inverleith House, Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh as
part of After Hortus Mallabaricus - Sensing & Presencing Rare Plants, Bowen’s exhibition related to her
Leverhulme-funded project of the same name.
10 January - 22 March 2019
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During May-June 2020 Prof Laskarin
(UVic) responded to limitations on public
exhibition prompted by the pandemic. In
resistance to online exhibiting, each
Sunday afternoon he placed a a work on
the concrete apron in front of his studio in
Vancouver, fronting a public walkway.
He reprised Propped Wedged Ready as a
free-standing
piece
for
‘Sunday
Afternoon 8’.
Laskarin’s ‘Sunday Afternoon’ initiative,
including documentation of this piece,
featured as part of ART-IN-PLACE, for
CNL Projects, Chicago:
https://www.cnlprojects.org/artinplace

Propped Wedged Ready (version)
100 x 150 x 100 cm
Steel, plexiglass strip, discarded packaging prepared with gesso
2020
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Julia’s Prompt - Bird of Paradise # 2: Hide was shortlisted for the Trinity
Buoy Wharf Drawing Prize 2018 (formerly the Jerwood Drawing Prize) the
UK’s principal open drawing competition.
It was one of 69 drawings shortlisted from 1700 entries by selectors Nigel
Hall, Megan Piper & Chris Stephens. The TBW Drawing Prize 2018
exhibition, accompanied by talks and events, toured to:
•
•
•
•

Trinity Buoy Wharf, London
20 Sept - 17 Oct 2018
The Gallery at AUB, Bournemouth
22 Nov 2018 - 10 Jan 2019
Royal Drawing School, London
2-22 Feb 2019
Drawing Projects UK, Trowbridge
2 Mar – 26 Apr 2019

TBW drawing Prize 2018
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Other Side was shortlisted as one of 71 drawings from 4,274 entries from 42
countries worldwide for the Trinity Buoy Wharf Drawing Prize 2020, which
has “ an established reputation for its commitment to championing
excellence and promoting and celebrating the breadth of contemporary
drawing practice” TBW Drawing Prize
The TBW Drawing Prize 2020 was selected by by Frances Morris, Director of
Tate Modern, artist Ian McKeever RA and Sophia Yadong Hao, Principal
Curator of the Cooper Gallery at University of Dundee.
The work of the 56 shortlisted artists toured to Trinity Buoy Wharf London;
Cooper Gallery, University of Dundee; Drawing Projects UK, Trowbridge and
The Gallery at Arts University Bournemouth. An extensive series of talks,
workshops, and online presentations disseminated the work and promoted
discussion around key issues of contemporary drawing, during the run of the
exhibition, October 2nd 2020 to March 2021. Full information
Other Side was one of 3 or 4 works widely used to publicise the competition ,
exhibition and events, thus reaching an extensive international online and
email audience of drawing practitioners, arts professionals, academics and
more generally those interested in the visual arts. It features in the online
walk through of the exhibition by Prof. Anita Taylor (University of Dundee),
Director, Drawing Projects UK
Exhibition walk-through
Online Exhibition documentation
https://trinitybuoywharfdrawingprize.drawingprojects.uk/
Catalogue: Pub. Drawing Projects UK, ISBN 978-1-9999936-2-7

Other Side
2020
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LECTURES / WORKSHOPS

Three lectures were delivered to the 2017
meeting of the NE China National
Endowment for the Arts, Jilin University of
Arts, ChangChun. This brought together
professional practitioners, those engaged
in visual arts education across the north
east region of China, and the University’s
students.
The first lecture contextualised the project
by introducing developments in perception
of the art-object in western art of the 20th
and 21st centuries. The second discussed
how those developments impacted on
approaches to contemporary western
drawing, and the third focused directly on
work in progress from Re-arranging the
Dust.
Follow-up practical workshops extending
over 3 weeks were delivered to students
from
the
University’s
Painting
Department. These took the principal
themes of the research project as the
starting point for both the individual and
collaborative development of collages and
assemblages, using found and re-purposed
materials.
They culminated in an
exhibition of student work in the
University’s gallery, December 14-25, 2017.

